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The RFAC meeting for Area 1 was held on April 27, 2009 at the Delta Hotel, Nova Scotia.
Present from the Nova Scotia Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture (NSDFA) were  Don
MacLean, John MacMillan, Reg Madden, Al McNeill, Mark Hamilton, Jason LeBlanc, Sean
Neary and Darryl Murrant who chaired the meeting. Eugene Sampson, Fisheries Coastal
Resources Coordinator for the region was in attendance as well as Lacey Morell a summer
student with our Department who works on the L2F Program.  In addition to NSDFA staff, there
were 49 people in attendance. Federal Fisheries and Oceans was represented by Gary
MacDonald while the Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources was represented by Ben
Toney and Andy Pike.  The meeting was called to order at 7:00 pm with a brief introduction of
staff present, and a review of the agenda by the Chair.  

Sportfishing Regulation Changes for 2009 and Proposed Changes for 2010

Al McNeill reviewed the 2009 regulation changes from Page 3 in the Angler’s Handbook
including a change to River Denys such that the area described on page 15 of the Anglers
Handbook is closed to all angling from April 1 to May 14.  James Langley asked if Boom island
is the Brad Dor lakes or not and that there are two different descriptions for the same water. 
Darryl indicated that DFO is aware of the regulations we have in place on River Denys and
support our trout management approach there.  The notice in the paper and the Anglers
Handbook book both use the same wording.

Proposed regulation changes for 2010 (page 5 in  the Angler’s Handbook were also discussed
which included: Province wide increase in the number of rods allowed during the winter fishery,
size regulations for the Cape Breton Highlands Special Management Area, excluding tributaries
in the Middle River Special Management Area and allowing angling above the Cabot Trail
Bridge near Finlayson from May 15 to October 31, implementing Special Management
regulations on Grand River and changing the daily angling hours on the Margaree River from 6
am to 10 pm for all sportfish. There continues to be angler support for amending  in the number
of rods allowed during the winter fishery across the province.

Ed Woodsworth asked where this recommendation came from for the Middle River and
suggested that removing the sanctuary (re: allowing angling above the Cabot Trail Bridge near
Finlayson) would be a step backwards from a conservation perspective.
Darryl indicated that the change is intended to be consistent with other Special Management
Areas where generally tributaries are not included.

There was a general discussion pertaining to a resolution and proposed regulation change
concerning changing the daily angling hours on the Margaree River from 6 am to 10 pm for all
sportfish. John Hart spoke to the Margaree Salmon Associations resolution.  Leonard Forsythe
asked if it will be in effect in 2010.  Ben Woodle asked if this applied to Trout Brook.  The
resolution is specific to the normally scheduled portion of the Margaree River and does not
include Trout Brook.



James Langley asked why the proposal to revert back to the original regulations for River Denys
was not included in the book for consideration for 2010.  It was indicated that this request has
been reviewed and discussed at previous RFAC meetings.

2008 General & Salmon Licence Sales

Darryl Murrant reviewed the 2008 General and Salmon fishing license sales.  General fishing
licence sales were up from 2007 at 57,618 licences sold, while salmon licences were down
slightly at 2,026 licences sold in 2008. Both General and salmon licences sales have been fairly
consistent over the past five years.

Review of 2008 Activities and Preview of 2009 Field Activities

Coldwater Unit
John MacMillan reviewed the results from studies on brook trout populations and trout fisheries
under Special Trout Management regulations.  West River Antigonish and River Denys are two
important systems that support a large sea run trout component.  Past studies include angler
creel surveys and sampling with live trap nets.  Data were preliminary and analysis will be
completed after the 2009 field season.  This year work will continue on the West River
Antigonish and carlin tags will be used to estimate the number in the trout populations of
catchable sized brook trout. 

Trends in brook trout in lakes was summarized.  Large differences among trout populations are
found across Nova Scotia, CB highland Lakes tend to be inhabited by many small trout whereas 
in mainland lakes growth is rapid and trout obtain larger sizes, Important parameters that relate
to size of trout are the level of crowding in the populations and the presence of competitors
species  such as perch, eel, and white sucker.  These data have been used to develop
management strategies. An angler asked if the cooler climate in the Highlands impacts the
availability of food. John suggested that much cooler areas such as Newfoundland and areas to
the North area able to produce large trout because of higher productivity.

Reg Madden provided an overview of the Rainbow trout fishery in Bras D’or Lakes and the
recent project on aging scales from angler caught rainbows.  Anglers are interested in finding
out the origin of large trout caught in this region of Cape Breton. Rings patterns on scales of
trout can be used to distinguish the early growth of individual fish. Growth rates in hatchery are
fast compared to growth in the wild.  Defining the ring patterns on scales from rainbows of
known origin (hatchery and wild) we allow for the development of  a methodology to distinguish
the origin of angler caught fish from Bras Dor Lakes.  Reg will continue to work on this project
with he assistance of Gordie McKinnon and other anglers.  Dave Harding asked if there were
scales submitted from wild fish. Reg said that there were and that the fish in the frequency
distribution were submitted by anglers.  Gordie MacKinnon expressed his gratitude for the work
Reg has done so far.  Leonard Forsythe asked if there was any evidence of natural reproduction
in North River. Reg said that some of the samples from North River which were sent in by
anglers were determined to be wild. Ed Woodsworth added that occasionally he has seen
juveniles but not every year. Andy Pike asked Reg to comment on spawning success in the
region. Reg indicated that there is limited production in some areas and would like to expand
the electrofishing surveys to other systems to build on our current data set. James Langley
asked what other fish compete with rainbow and could they be a predator on speckles. Reg
noted high productivity of Cape Breton rivers for speckled trout but that likely there is some
competition with other salmonids.  John Hart indicated that he feels rainbow trout are a big
concern to salmon conservation. Darryl added that stocked rainbows are female only.



John described the  Freshwater Fisheries Research Cooperative (FFRC). The objective of the
FRCC is to partner with other government departments and universities to assist in the
collection of data that is relevant to inland fisheries management objectives. The Department of
Fisheries and Aquaculture will provide $30,000 annually to support the FFRC. Funds will cover
50% of total project cost and the research projects will be designed to address concerns related
to the management of fisheries including issues raised at RFAC meetings.

John thanked enforcement officers from the Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources and
Fisheries and Oceans Canada for spending time in Special Trout Management Areas and
allowing regulations to improve fisheries. 

Warmwater Unit
Jason LeBlanc reviewed field plans for 2009 and indicated that he would continue 
smallmouth bass research in Lake Ainslie. Recent age data has suggested that bass have
probably have been in lake Ainslie since 1999 given several 8 and 9 year old fish were
captured. Jason indicated that he hoped to tag several bass and follow up with snorkel surveys
of the upper Southwest Margaree River to see if bass are actively moving downstream like they
have on the LaHave River, Lunenburg county. Nesting surveys and shoreline surveys will also
continue in 2009. Leonard Forsythe and Reg Delaney asked if are there ongoing introductions
and are they having an impact on trout and salmon.  Jason noted that at this point, given habitat
selection by smallmouth bass in littoral zone habitat he might expect more of an impact on trout
and minnow species than salmon. Leonard suggested a larger than expected impact of salmon
is possible based on his personal findings. Leonard suggested that reduced numbers of salmon
caught and decreased juvenile abundances have been seen since bass were introduced. Jason
will consult with the salmon biologist for the region to discuss if there have been measurable
decreases in juvenile salmon abundance in the tributaries but that we hav e not found bass in
any of the tributaries thus far. Jason also added that due to a limited growing season juvenile
recruitment may be impacted because young-of-the-year bass may not reach  a large enough
size to survive the winter starvation period. Research from New Brunswick suggests a minimum
fall length of 50mm is necessary to avoid winter mortality.  Young-of-the-year bass will be
collected in the fall of 2009. Leonard Forsythe also asked if we were collecting DNA and looking
at growth patterns on scales to see if fish were born in Lake Ainslie or brought in as new
introduction. Jason indicated that we will check to see if we can detect differences in growth on
fish suspected to be introduced. John Hart asked if we would continue to retain all the bass we
capture. Jason indicated that except for fish that would be marked we would continue to retain
bass but added that the population is established and that removals by angling were unlikely to
have any noticeable impact on the population. Dave Harding asked what the abundance of bass
was on the LaHave River. Jason indicated that they have been well established in that system
for many years and likely occur in about 60% of the lakes there. The exact abundance is not
known.

Jason also summarized what is know about the distribution of yellow lamp mussel, a species of
concern, which is only found in the Sydney River watershed (Blacketts and Gillis lakes). Part of
the life is dependent on having a healthy white perch population as they utilize them as an
intermediate host.  Jason is the Fisheries representative on the management committee and
just wanted anglers to be aware of the issue.



Extension
Atlantic Salmon Enhancement
Al McNeill provided an update from the Atlantic Salmon Enhancement Program, Sportfish
Habitat Fund and the Atlantic Salmon Conservation Foundation.  Five rivers were stocked with
210,000  salmon fry, parr and smolt in the spring and fall of 2008. Fifty-six adult Atlantic salmon
were collected for broodstock in October, 2008 from the Mabou, St. Francis Harbour, West
Pictou Rivers and River Philip. 180,000 eggs were collected from 50 adult salmon from the
Margaree River.

The Nova Scotia Sportfish Habitat Fund raised $242,000 in 2008 resulting in 22 volunteer
groups receiving funding to work on 45 watercourses. 85,000 square meters of fish habitat was
restored and 73,000 square meters of riparian habitat was protected. The liming project in the
West River Sheet Harbour also received funding. Al  provided an update on the Atlantic Salmon
Conservation Fund explaining the Provincial Advisory Committee role and a list of eligible
project types. A disbursement of $50,000 was allocated to each province in 2008. Eleven
project proposals were received for Nova Scotia, of which four were funded. The amount of
funds available in subsequent years should be greater and will depend on the investment
income from the Fund. Recent declines in investment income will certainly affect the Fund
principle however. A call for proposals and the application process will be forthcoming from the
Foundation soon. The ASCF website is: http://www.ascf-fcsa.ca/index-en.html.

Promotion and Development
Mark Hamilton reviewed the plans for the Learn to Fish (L2F) program for 2009. Twenty-nine 
L2F events and 4 summer nature camps are planned for 2009.  Mark provided an overview of
the classroom and field components of the program and explained how the program has grown
from four events delivered to 60 students in 2006 to the this year where 800 students and youth
group members are expected to take part. The Inland Fisheries division is exploring ways to
meet the increased demand for L2F. Mark indicated that Tara Marshall will be initiating a
training program for volunteers to deliver L2F in coming years in order to meet the demand for
the program. Mark  provided a list of requirements volunteers will need to teach the program.
Mark also thanked all the sponsors and volunteer organizations who support L2F. 

Mark reviewed the very successful fall 2008  Becoming an Outdoors Woman (BOW) program at
the Gaelic College in St. Anns, Cape Breton reminded those present of the upcoming summer
and winter Sportfishing Weekends in June and February. In response to tremendous interest, a
new program similar to BOW involving the entire family to be called Families United with Nature
(FUN) is in the planning process. The Nova Scotia Federation of Anglers and Hunters (NSFAH)
and their partners in government want to make that same kind of experience available to the
whole family. 

Mark also reminded anglers about the 2009 Fishin’ Nova Scotia Photo Contest and showed
some of the winning photos from 2008. Contest details and entry forms are available online at
www.gov.ns/fish/sportfishing/photocontest.  Entries must be received by December 31, 2009.

Hatchery Report
Spring Stocking
Darryl Murrant reviewed the spring stocking program for RFA 1. Darryl also mentioned the Fish
Friends and Barrier Free programs and commented on the support provided by volunteers.
John Hart asked that given health issues are resolved at Margaree, when can hatchery be used
for other parts of the Cape Breton. Darryl discussed issues associated with bacterial kidney
disease and suggested we hope to look at this in the future. We are on track with previous
years at Margaree and have approximately 100,000 fall parr and 40,000 smolts.



2008 Enforcement Summary
Al McNeill reviewed the 2007 Enforcement Summary provided by the NSDNR.  In 2008, a total
of 4,488 anglers were contacted by Conservation Officers resulting in 60 warnings and 21
charges. There has been an increase in the level of compliance and fewer warnings and
charges were issued. Gary MacDonald (DFO) noted no issues in his area. Andy Pike (DNR)
noted that there would be two seasonal conservation officers hired early this year. He
encouraged anglers to call the toll free number. He also feels that fish habitat issues also need
to be reported. Ben Toney (DNR) provided a summary report on his enforcement activities and
noted that he spends a lot of time in River Denys Basin on projects such as the winter ice
fishery; 20 warnings and 1 charge were issued for fishing in closed area of River Denys. Ben
Woodle added that he felt there was more activity on the May 15 opening than there would have
been if the river opened April 1.

Discussion/Agenda Items from the Floor
James Langley asked that we give consideration to trout taken by the herring and eel fisheries
and the impacts of high summer river temperature.   John MacMillan said we have good
temperature that we are looking at but that many factors can play a role in fisheries
management, some of which are not able to be controlled.  One of the things we can utilize is a
sound management approach to th e recreational fishery such as implementing Special
Management Areas.  An angler added that since we implemented the regulation changes on
River Denys the quality of the fish has improved and he encouraged anglers should worry more
about the quality of the sport than being so hung up on filling the their creel.

John MacMillan also discussed that we may look at selected lakes in the Cape Breton
Highlands for a winter speckled trout fishery.  Gordie MacKinnon indicated his support for this
initiative. John added that although growth is limited in the area due to the fact that most of the
lakes are oligotrophic, therefore low in nutrients, there may be some better growth in lakes that
have banded killifish (minnows). Leonard Forsythe asked if the minnows in the Highlands were
native or introduced. John indicated that they are likely native.

Ed Woodsworth requested, on behalf of Trout NS, that another project be conducted on Lake O
Law brook. John MacMillan noted that most of our resources for the region were directed
towards River Denys. Another angler noted that volunteers would be available for help on Lake
O Law.

An angler asked if a non-resident need a licence to fish tidal waters. They do not.

John Hart thanked enforcement for the work they do.

Gordie MacKinnon submitted two proposals on behalf of the Cape Breton Anglers Association:
proposals (1) to utilize triploid rainbow trout for the Bras D’Or Lakes program and  (2) implement
a minimum size on rainbow trout in Bras D’Or lakes (14"). Darryl Murrant indicated that we
would take both requests under consideration.  The majority of people alos supported these
proposals. Gordie added that delaying stocking until cormorants leave and spread the stocking
out prior to the winter fishery would be helpful. Darryl indicted that we have done both.

John Hart indicated that the Margaree Salmon Association has asked DFO to implement a fly
only section on Gallant Brook up to the highway bridge. 

Ed Woodsworth asked that the Department consider implementing a “blue ribbon trout fishery”
and also voiced his opinion against lifting the catch and release regulations on the Woodens
River, Halifax County.



Brent Baker, on behalf of the Cape Breton Island Wildlife Association, requested that the
commercial bait net fisheries on the Mira River and Catalone Lake tidal waters be eliminated to
protect sea run trout and Atlantic salmon. 

Darryl Murrant provided an update on the smelt fishery at MacDougals Cove and indicated that
more enforcement was directed to the area rather closing the area. The CB Island Wildlife
Association added that they still would like to see the area closed.

Lower River Denys Basin Fishers Association requested that the Department consider removing
the catch and release regulations (in place from September 1 to September 30) above the
Crowdis Bridge on River Denys, including all tributaries and provided some rationale for their
request.

There was some discussion regarding cormorant predation. An anger asked if there was any
mechanism of scaring them away from a particular area. John MacMillan noted that one
component of the sea trout project on West River Sheet Harbour was to try to address the role
cormorants have.  Ben Woodle asked why they are protected. John added that we have two
species in our region, one is protected and the other is not.

Adjourned at 9:50 pm 
Minutes - LeBlanc


